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NOT
HEARD
OF US?
YOU’LL
KNOW
OUR
WORK!
We guarantee to make
you the best humanized antibody.
What’s more, we believe in payment by results:
No antibody - no invoice!
antibodyengineering.co.uk

OUR HUMANIZATION
PROMISE
Unlike our competitors, who charge for a
fixed number of variants regardless of
quality, we continue applying our proven
experience until we reach the optimum
humanized candidate. With our approach
you only pay for success - we will deliver
the best candidate and you don’t have to
risk wasting time or money.

Unrivalled
experience
You can trust us to deliver; we are the only
company oﬀering antibody humanization
that has successfully helped put drugs on the
market (Tysabri® and Actemra®). A further six
antibodies humanized by us are in clinical
trials (including vedolizumab and BAN2401),
with two more in preclinical studies.

Patented
technology
We utilise patented CDR grafting and
proprietary tools - these techniques were
developed by our parent organisation,
giving our scientists unrivalled skills in this
specialised discipline.

Adding value
We also oﬀer aﬀinity maturation and
biophysical characterisation.

OUR ENGINEERING
PROCESS
Sequencing

TYSABRI

®

The mouse heavy and light chain variable
antibody genes are extracted from the client’s
hybridoma cell line using our proprietary
amplification primers in a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) and then sequenced.

Partner:
Elan/
Biogen Idec
Natalizumab, humanized by MRC
Technology on behalf of Elan/Biogen
Idec and marketed as Tysabri, is
the world’s best-selling monoclonal
antibody treatment for multiple
sclerosis and Crohn’s disease, with
annual sales of $1.6 billion1 and
a CAGR of 23%2.

®

ACTEMRA
Partner:
Roche/
Chugai

Tocilizumab was humanized by MRC
Technology and, on the market as
Actemra, has now been approved to
treat rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile
idiopathic arthritis and Castleman’s
disease. Actemra is approved in
more than 90 countries, and is
expected by Roche to pass $1 billion
per year in sales3.

In-silico modelling/Humanization design
Humanization design starts with selecting
human antibody gene fragment regions from
our extensive, proprietary database. Rodent
CDRs are then grafted in to the human
frameworks.

Synthesis/Chimerisation
We synthesise all of the humanized antibody
variants identified in the design process. We
also make a chimeric antibody, by combining
the mouse antibody variable genes with
human antibody constant genes. This acts
as a positive control for the humanized
variants during screening.

Screening/Selection of candidates

Our goal is to ensure the very best
innovative life science research
from academia, medical research
charities and the pharma/biotech
industry reaches its full potential.
To date we have helped our
partners launch 12 drugs, form 18
start-ups, and have negotiated
over 400 commercial licences.
Our scientific and commercial
services include:


Antibody engineering



Small molecule drug discovery



Medical device and
diagnostic development



Commercial licensing



Asset acquisition



Spin-out & start-up
management

The heavy and light chain humanized
antibody candidates are combined in all
possible combinations, and screened against
the chimeric antibody for retention of antigen
binding aﬀinity, specificity and expression.
The strongest candidate(s) is then selected.

To discuss your antibody
engineering requirements and
our flexible payment options,
please contact:

Timings

John Kelly

It takes 12-15 weeks to design the variants,
build the constructs and screen for the
optimum candidate antibody.

+44(0)20 8906 7118
john.kelly@tech.mrc.ac.uk

